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XMoment -XMoment -

the first Casambi voice controlthe first Casambi voice control

The XMoment works as a gateway between Casambi and Alexa and is connected via

Wifi with your Alexa device.

Scenes can be controlled in the Casambi network without any problems.

4 - 20 voice commands can be put down
depending on the version. These individual
commands can also be dimmed.

A complicated wiring is not necessary, only a
power supply is required.

Part no. for   4 voice commands: 808861Part no. for   4 voice commands: 808861
Part no. for 16 voice commands: 808866Part no. for 16 voice commands: 808866
Part no. for 20 voice commands: 808771Part no. for 20 voice commands: 808771

The Motion Paul -The Motion Paul -

an intelligent motion detector with integrated daylight sensoran intelligent motion detector with integrated daylight sensor

An accessory for your smart CASAMBI network: connect the Paul motion sensor to your system via
CASAMBI app and your CASAMBI lights or systems will automatically turn on when you enter an area or
room.

Easy mounting via magnet, the motion Paul
sensor can be mounted anywhere.
Extremely fast response time of less than 0.2s
with a range of 12 meters and a radius of 8 meters.

The sensor only reacts when there is not enough
daylight and is therefore extremely energy-efficient
(adjustable).
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→

Questions? Write us an e-Questions? Write us an e-

mail!mail!

Our customers are our VIPs!Our customers are our VIPs!

Protected access to CASAMBI
help manuals, short videos and
media files are available for our
customers. You can request an
access via casambi@arditi-
gmbh.de.

Click here for the VIP-Lounge...Click here for the VIP-Lounge...

Are you interested? Take a look into the category "New Products" to stay in the know.Are you interested? Take a look into the category "New Products" to stay in the know.
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